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THE CHANGING OF 
WORK AS WE KNOW IT
THE CHANGING OF 
WORK AS WE KNOW IT

65%65%

P R O L O G U E :

The future of workspaces, and further, the 

future of work as a whole, is a term that has 

suddenly become tinged with solemnity.

Allow us to give you our context and 

methodology at the start of this.

It’s unlikely we can talk about the future of 

offices and workplaces without addressing 

the elephant in the room: Covid-19. This global 

pandemic has flipped our world as we knew it 

upside down.

Companies are struggling to eventually 

reopen, rebuild, and to readjust how they 

think about work, and where and how it’s 

performed.

State-mandated lockdowns have put the 

brakes on what was just a few months ago 

a booming economy. Catastrophic numbers 

of people are out of work, with a total of 

22 million jobless claims filed at the time of 

writing, effectively kicking off this nation’s 

worst crisis since the Great Depression.

IN MARCH ALONE, WHEN THE 
SHUTDOWN ESCALATED TO A 
GLOBAL LEVEL:

 The leisure and hospitality sector 

shed 459,000 jobs - 65% of all the 

positions lost in March.

 The largest share of that came at 

restaurants and bars, which slashed 

417,000 jobs.

 Around 76,000 health and education 

jobs were eliminated led by 29,000 

cuts at dentists and physicians’ 

offices.

 Add another 19,000 at day care 

centers.

 One rare example of job gains came 

in the Federal Government thanks to 

the addition of 17,000 temporary 

workers for the 2020 census.

How will this impact the viability of 

companies to bounce back, grow, and 

start up?

of all the positions lost in March were 
in the leisure and hospitality sector.

https://www.iqpc.com/events-futureofficesusa
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ADDRESSING THE NOWADDRESSING THE NOW

T H E  P L O T  T H I C K E N S : 

How will this pandemic – and frankly, this new 
way of thinking about space optimization and 
safety – change how we design and function 
in offices?

“Since the pandemic started, all [our] 
different departments have come 
together, in unison, with so much 
goodwill…Really thinking through 
the challenges of moving from being 
efficiency driven, our focus being 
on moving people to flex so that we 
could re-leverage square footage…
now we need to focus heavily on 
re-strategizing things, we thought 
were settled: Who qualifies for an 
assigned seat? Is flex safe? How do 
we ensure sanitary, sanitized spaces? 
And even just with our business 
partners, figuring out decision making 
and empowerment between the 
divisional, and mid-level leadership. 
And the centralized decision making 
that’s happening right now with our 
executive leadership team.”  

Kate Jacobs 
Director, Real Estate and 
Facilities 
CITRIX

How will technology and collaboration come 
together to create a whole new way of 
thinking about workspace in general?

Here at IQPC, we are uniquely situated to 
answer some of those questions, and many 
more. At our core, we’re a global business-to-
business event company that has embraced 
the digital world.

With nearly 50 years of event experience 
and 20 years in the online event space; 
information, education, and networking 
opportunities; and promotion for executives 
across an extensive range of industries 
and professions, it feels like a responsibility 
to provide the facts, and the hope, that 
pandemic and post pandemic times call for.

In 2015, IQPC’s Future Offices division 
was formed, and so began our conference 
series that assembled industry leaders and 
corporate heads of global real estate, HR and 
IT to talk about “what’s next.”

And we promise to continue to do that with 
this report. Let’s examine the “now”, but also 
dig deep into the future of offices in relation 
to the impact of Covid-19, first. We’ve called 
on our extensive network and knowledge to 
provide a commentary of relevance in this 
time, and most importantly, way beyond.

Our goal with this report has always been to 
provide practical insights, and highlight external 
trends and opportunities for change that are 
available to workplaces. That hasn’t changed.

The foundational pillars of any report 
on the future of work, in our opinion, 
must focus on:

 PEOPLE

 PLACE

 TECHNOLOGY

In a time when a heavy focus from enterprise 
and government will be on moving toward 
recovery for the next year, if not more, this 
becomes more relevant than ever. 

Trends are not hard to spot, but they can 
be difficult for organizations to distinguish, 
validate and embrace.

And while everything feels rather full of gloom 
and doom at the moment, like many others, we 
choose to believe this upheaval will remind us 
just how adaptable we are as people. 

As a collective, we will undoubtedly rebound 
from this unprecedented occurrence.

When we do, we’ll realize that much of “what’s 
to come” will consist of the technology and 
workplace evolution we’ve already been 
experiencing and adapting to over the past 
couple of decades.

We’re prepared for this new normal. This 
“new future.” Which might look a bit like the 
following pages.

 

https://www.iqpc.com/events-futureofficesusa
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THE STATE OF THE INDUSTRY, 
FROM THE INDUSTRY
THE STATE OF THE INDUSTRY, 
FROM THE INDUSTRY
As part of the methodology we adopted in this report, we ran some research with titans of industry. 
We invited 50 leaders to answer a few key questions around where they were focussing  their 
energy and what they wanted to see change. 

75%75%
of the respondents had 
decision making power 
in the space. 

THE COMPANIES POLLED 
INCLUDED: 

PRIORITIES FOR 2020 LAY IN THESE AREAS

WHERE WILL THE CHANGES NEED TO BE  FOCUSED?

PEOPLE 

of respondents are focusing on 
people. Employee collaboration, 
Engagement, Attracting Talent, 
Human Capital management.

PLACE 

of respondents are focusing on 
place. Office Location, Size/Space 

Optimization, Satellite Offices, 
Leasing, Coworking, Furniture.

TECHNOLOGY 

of respondents are focussing 
on specialist technology. Data/
Analytics, AI, A/V, IT, Sensors

REMOTE WORKFORCE 
MANAGEMENT

SPACE UTILIZATION

CREATING DIGITAL MEETS BUILDING MEANINGFUL DATA

ENHANCING 
TECHNOLOGY 
FOR VIRTUAL 
WORK

POLICIES, PROCEDURES AND SECURITYCHANGE MANAGEMENT

ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN

LEASE CLOSURE & 
CONSOLIDATION

DOWNSIZING

RESUMPTION/
REINTEGRATION 
PLANNING

TECHNOLOGY RESTACK

HEALTH & WELLNESS

PROJECT 
DELIVERY 
UPDATES

BUDGETS FOR 
INFRASTRUCTURE

42%42% 49%49% 7%7%

https://www.iqpc.com/events-futureofficesusa
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PEOPLEPEOPLE

A C T  1 :

hiring and onboarding means more cash in 
your metaphorical pocket.

What does the above have to do with the 
future of offices and workspaces in general?

A lot.

Millennials and the rapidly catching-up 
Generation Z are digital natives accustomed 
to freedom and flexibility. Not only will the 
future workforce assume their employer 
knows their wants, needs, health concerns 
and other issues, they will expect their 
employer to deliver those experiences and 
keep them engaged.

 Keep a finger on the pulse of generational 
spread – from Gen Z to Boomers – and 
don’t sacrifice one in favor of another.

 Maintain a sense of belonging.

 Incentivize employees’ use of unique and 
innovative workspace solutions 
(especially where workforce is more 
traditional/resistant).

 Work to customize your environment based 
on innovation, health and wellbeing, and 
stress reduction. Go big where you can, 
less so where your industry demands 
restraint.

 Involve employees in decision making/idea 
generation, where possible.

Workspaces that encourage and facilitate 
self-development, alternative work options 
and future-proofing strategies - companies 
that prioritize modernizing their culture — will 
sit head and shoulders above the competition 
when it comes to hiring and retaining a 
diversified workforce.

“Whether virtual or in-office, everything 
your workplace teams are doing 
represents a finite opportunity to refine 
not only your workforce setting but even 
more-so your culture and employee 
wellness. And if it doesn’t seem that 
way, paying more attention to both your 
people and their environment.. will make 
it seem that way.” 

Kevin Steinberger 
Series Producer & Program 
Director 
FUTURE OFFICES

It’s a fact. Happy, highly engaged employees 
result in higher profit margins. And it’s not 
rocket science as to why. A disengaged 
workforce presents itself by higher 
percentages of absenteeism, accidents, errors 
and defects.

OVERALL, DISENGAGED EMPLOYEES:

 Lower productivity by nearly  
20 percent.

Reduce profits by 16 percent.

 Experience nearly 40 percent  
lower job growth.

 And businesses experience as much 
as a 65 percent lower share price  
over time.

Highly engaged employees tend to be 
fiercely loyal, and thus stick around longer, 
too. Ding! Reducing the churn of constant 

EFFECTIVENESS AND ENGAGEMENT

https://www.iqpc.com/events-futureofficesusa
https://hbr.org/2015/12/proof-that-positive-work-cultures-are-more-productive
https://hbr.org/2015/12/proof-that-positive-work-cultures-are-more-productive
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2020/03/24/how-to-define-and-measure-company-culture-to-benefit-your-business/#3d91297f2483
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PEOPLE, MEET PLACEPEOPLE, MEET PLACE

A C T  2 :

CONSIDER THESE NEW PROCESSES 
AND SYSTEMS A GIVEN:

 Automatic doors become the norm.

 Voice activated elevators save 
employees from touching surfaces 
as often.

 Office spaces are markedly 
different – with more room 
between desks, “traffic flow” 
systems throughout to maintain 
social distancing, even plexi-
dividers separating staff. 

 And break rooms have fewer tables 
and even fewer chairs.

 Hyper-vigilant cleaning routines are 
the norm. 

 Ventilation systems are modified, 
even UV lights used for increased 
disinfecting.

Here’s where the pandemic and its aftermath 
will drive future office change. But again, it is 
change we’ve been inching toward for some 
time now – perhaps the crisis just gave us all a 
(BIG) impetus.

“Fine tuning your workplace setting 
means knowing that you don’t have to 
hold your environment hostage until 
some future time when your solutions 
get implemented. Whatever your goals, 
the quality of the journey has to become 
more important than those “sudden 
moments” when determining a physical 
or virtual office solution. Take your time 
and understand the resonating attributes 
of both your environment and people 
before any implementation. It should 
never be a copy-and-paste job.” 

Kevin Steinberger 
Series Producer & Program 
Director 
FUTURE OFFICES

ACTIVITY-BASED WORKING AND PRIVACY

https://www.iqpc.com/events-futureofficesusa
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In fact, a brand new MIT study on the future 
of work post-Covid, (comprised of 25,000 
responses) found “…34 percent of Americans 
who previously commuted to work report 
that they were working from home by the 
first week of April due to the coronavirus.” 
They also reported, “Once businesses and 
individuals invest in the fixed costs of remote 
work, including technology but perhaps more 
importantly in developing the necessary human 
capital and organizational processes, then 
they may decide to stay with the new methods. 
Furthermore, the crisis has forced people to try 
out new approaches, some of which may be 
unexpectedly efficient or effective.”

“Driving employee critical mass at fewer 
strategic locations. Is that something 
we can do now, because we know 
people can work remotely? Or [is] the 
hunger and value for interpersonal 
relationships now a higher strategic 
priority and of more value culturally 
and in our business operations, 
because we’ve been forced to be 
separated for so long. Ultimately, 
we still want to deliver a great and 
consistent employee experience, but 
is that experience restricted within the 
four walls when you enter one of our 
offices, or do we really need to rethink 
that as a continuum?”  

Jenna Geigerman 
Director, Real Estate & Strategy 
CITRIX

This is obviously a massive change from 
traditional work culture and will have an 
impact that will reverberate through offices 
and business real estate globally, but with 
the economic impact of the pandemic 
forcing many employers to cut costs like 
rent/lease obligations, downsizing the 
workforce by embracing some “work from 
home” policies is an easy solution that’s 
perhaps better than layoffs.

“Every week I get another call added to 
my calendar – whether it’s employee 
engagement, post-Covid, whether it’s 
our PPE plan, our lunch program – how 
that’s going to change. Maybe we need 
to have a proper way of checking-in 
people, I mean, we have never had that 
kind of concierge service in our office, 
and it might be high time that we do that. 
We’re going to be looking at all kinds of 
things – how we control the amount of 
people that will be coming in and out of 
the office.” 

Reno Decker 
Hudson Yards, Real Estate & 
Facilities 
SAP AMERICA NYC

“There will be new technologies that 
we need to embrace, there’s no doubt 
about that….there’s been a lot of 
conversation around ‘touchless services’ 

– think about all the things that we touch 
in the workplace that our people are 
going to be potentially afraid of touching. 
There’s going to be decreases, clients 
are telling us, in the way they use their 
conference rooms. If you have a room for 
6 people, maybe you need to allow only 
two in. How are you going to change 
your room reservation booking system 
to let people know they can only have 
two people in that room?...I had a CIO 
tell me the other day – it’s a very large, 
global company – he said ‘There will 
be no visitors to our premises for the 
balance of this year. Period. They’re just 
not going to allow visitors to come in. So, 
how do we manage that?” 

Eddy Wagoner 
Executive Director, Digital 
Chief Information Officer 
JLL

Many workers will simply have adapted to 
this “new normal” of working from home and 
may be resistant to returning to an office style 
workplace full-time.

https://www.iqpc.com/events-futureofficesusa
https://john-joseph-horton.com/papers/remote_work.pdf
https://john-joseph-horton.com/papers/remote_work.pdf
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“We’re seeing that there’s a lot of 
occupiers in corporations looking at 
a hub and spoke model. During this 
time, they’ve realized that people CAN 
be remote, they can be productive, 
they can avoid long commutes. For 
a long time, the open, collaborative 
workspace has become the thing to go 
to, but part of that is it’s a high-density 
type of footprint. So that’s why a lot of 
companies are looking to do a hub and 
spoke model, to have fewer people in 
a corporate setting and have spokes, 
which in a lot of cases, are going to be 
some kind of remote work.”

Giovanni Palavicini 
Principal - Flex Office 
AVISON YOUNG

“[When it comes to] business 
operations – what’s that perfect 
balance – balancing our real 
estate needs with the needs of the 
organization. How many people 
can we keep at home, working 
remotely, and still be successful as an 
organization? And we really need to 
keep a close eye on regulations. We’re 
seeing regulations emerge… and they 
may tell us ‘Ok, you’re allowed to bring 
employees back now, we’re going to 
loosen our guidelines around working 
from home.’” 

Brian Haines 
VP of Strategy 
FM:Systems 

For those who do return to work, social 
distancing will be deeply ingrained in our 
collective psyche. Which might mean the 
end of the ubiquitous open-office idea. And 
contact tracing, at some level, will have to 
become a part of the day to day of your 
organization. But how? Do privacy concerns 
trump health and safety? Or vice-versa?

Instead of trying to “do more with less” when it 
comes to square footage, essentially packing 
more people into smaller spaces (densification), 
companies will have to “do less, with more” – 
space, that is. In fact, some employers will 

choose to downsize their leases or look for 
flexible office space rather than long-term 
leases because of these changes.

“I don’t know what the other side of 
all this is going to look like. We were 
ramped up, we were busier than ever, 
we had customer visits and meetings…
we were at an overcapacity of our 
workspace at Hudson Yards. And we 
were never going to get more space, 
we were just going to continue to 
evolve the space we had and make 
it better and more usable. So, there’s 
going to be a major shift. A downsize in 
usage. And that’s going to be expected. 
People are slowly, cautiously going to 
re-enter the office. It’s not going to be 
a grand opening/re-opening – it’s not 
going to be a celebration – it’s going 
to be tough times. And sensitive, very 
sensitive times.” 

Reno Decker 
Hudson Yards, Real Estate & 
Facilities 
SAP AMERICA NYC

 

SAY GOODBYE TO THE 
TRENDS OF:

Hot-desking

 Free-standing, shared-by-many 
privacy booths

Mobile workspaces

 Open areas to collaborate and 
communicate face-to-face

AND SAY HELLO TO:

A resurgence of personal offices

 Desk reconfiguration for more  
space and less shared equipment 
between people

 Conference rooms and meetings 
reduced from ten attendees to five

 And more sanitary — yet less 
profitable — private areas.

https://www.iqpc.com/events-futureofficesusa
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/04/after-social-distancing-strange-purgatory-awaits/610090/
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/04/after-social-distancing-strange-purgatory-awaits/610090/
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/04/after-social-distancing-strange-purgatory-awaits/610090/
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PLACE, MEET TECHNOLOGYPLACE, MEET TECHNOLOGY

A C T  3 :

WHILE THEY WILL STILL EXPECT:

 Communities at the intersection of 
work/live/play.

 Smart, innovative, well-designed 
workplaces.

Flexibility.

 Companies to ‘Go Green’, with an 
emphasis on nature.

 Use of art and color, natural textures,  
light and sound to enhance wellbeing.

 The employment of outdoor space 
where possible, and modular, 
adaptable working spaces.

 Effective solutions for enhancing 
health and wellness while working in 
the office and at home.

THEY WILL NOW DEMAND  
TO FEEL SAFE. 

Workplace design is now a strategic asset 
to attract and retain top talent. Employees’ 
expectations had already changed pre-
pandemic, and now that change will run deeper.

“Just like we overcorrected security 
after the September 11th attacks on 
the United States, we will see an 
overcorrection period for technology 
during and after the COVID-19 era. 
This will be unavoidable, but thanks 
to innovative technology these new-
normal next steps for the workplace 
are promising. Although while there is 
an immense focus on new technology, 
I do still stand by the fact that this 
unfortunate situation has made us 
value our organic humanity more so 
now than ever in the past.” 

Kevin Steinberger 
Series Producer & Program 
Director 
FUTURE OFFICES

 

DESIGNING PRODUCTIVE WORKPLACES/TECHNOLOGY AND DATA

https://www.iqpc.com/events-futureofficesusa
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“I think the two things on the horizon 
right now are 5g technology and AI 
technology. If you look at, 5g, for 
example, I think we’re going to be 
seeing more devices, new devices, 
things that are coming in, that are all 
somehow connected to the internet. 
And, you know, they’re providing data 
or collecting data or presenting audio 
visual things, or connecting people, 
somehow those things are gonna get 
smarter and smarter, they’re gonna 
work faster and faster as that whole 
infrastructure gets built, you know that 
that infrastructure isn’t built to support 
that today. I think you’re going to see 
the AI component begin to take effect 
because those things are going to get 
smarter, they’re going to know who’s 
in the room, they’re going to adjust 
to that. You’re going to be able to 
schedule things. You know, something 
like Alexa is going to be sitting next 
to you or participating. That’s actually 
this coronavirus - one of the funny 
things is that people are having these 
conference calls and their ‘Google’ 
or ‘Alexa’ things are there and those 
are answering the questions on these 
conference calls. So I think we’re gonna 
have to deal with that, that those things 
are gonna be sitting next to us, you 
know, in our workspace, and they’re all 
going to be tools that you know, I think 
we learn how to use over time.” 

 Bob Fox 
Chairman and Principal 
FOX ARCHITECTS, DC. 

Another consideration for the future of tech is 
that it is no longer designed to “bring people 
together” – it will actually continue to drive 
innovative ways of “less-together” working – 
office hubs in smaller locations, off-site workers 
in different time-zones, and more off-site cloud-
based data sharing and server access.

And in order to truly feel safe in a heavily 
cloud-based work environment, companies 
will be called on to step up their security and 
reporting in an effort to build transparency 
and trust.

“One of the big trends we’re starting 
to see is around custodial technology. 
Many people have work order systems 
in place. How do we track the work 
orders differently for those that have 
Covid? If we have an employee or a 
visitor to our space that we find out 
has tested positive for Covid, the 
cleaning requirements that we would 
now need to put in place to track it, 
manage it, maintain it, making sure 
that our people trust us to do the 
right thing. How do we communicate, 
what should we communicate? 
Where do we communicate? That 
component is going to be a big 
part of how our custodial processes 
change....Management of our critical 
maintenance systems and schedules, 
some of those will change, especially 
with our HVAC capabilities, and some 
of the news you’re seeing now related 
to some of the different components 
in some of our buildings, the way that 
they recirculate the air.” 

Eddy Wagoner 
Executive Director, Digital 
Chief Information Officer 
JLL

Automation and voice technology could play 
a role in this brave new world, with systems 
like Amazon Alexa for Business becoming 
the interface whereby certain functions that 
were once manual (button pushing, kitchen 
gadgetry, phone systems, door access) will 
become voice activated.

https://www.iqpc.com/events-futureofficesusa
https://www.techrepublic.com/article/covid-19-pandemic-impact-pushing-smart-home-voice-control-devices-to-predicted-30-growth/
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Finally, the capacity of companies to offer 
real well-being technology will be much more 
scrutinized, as employees are becoming 
increasingly conscient of its importance, 
both back in the office and in their newly 
found work-from-home settings. With many 
of the underlying conditions that make 
Covid-19 so deadly (cardio-vascular disease, 
diabetes, etc.) mirrored as the scientific 
outcomes of prolonged sitting, health-minded 
employees are going to be expecting new 
accommodations for the challenges of the 
modern workspace. For example, it may no 
longer be enough to just offer them a sit/
stand desk and chair - companies may need 
to go the extra mile to ensure their workers 
are adopting healthy habits at work whether 
at the office or at home.

”Our body is conceived to maintain 
a postural sway, which is a constant 
natural search of equilibrium to 
compensate even the slightest factor 
that may affect it, like moving a mouse 
with our hand or turning our head. 
Accordingly, office furniture needs 
to let our body do what it knows to 
do best – searching for equilibrium. 
Recent developments that apply these 
scientific principles to create healthy 
and natural solutions will drive the next 
generation in ergonomics as workers 
demand more effective solutions.” 

 Dr. Jean Claude de Mauroy 
Past President 
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY 
ON SCOLIOSIS 
ORTHOPEDIC 
REHABILITATION AND 
TREATMENT

Technology will be key to workplace 
transformation in a number of major 
focus areas:

 A data driven workplace - 
analytics that can inform real-
time improvements that can help 
organizations maximize their 
space and energy use.

 Leveraging a “smart city” using 
the Internet of Things

 Innovating through technology

 Digital natives and the IoT – an 
unforeseen level of 
interconnectedness and 
wearable devices.

 Virtual reality/Artificial 
Intelligence presentations

 The use of augmented reality in 
presentations

 Mobility solutions and Smart 
whiteboards 

 

Technology will also be used to drive 
OBJECTIVE rather than SUBJECTIVE 
workspace design goals. Design can be 
automated today, and accurate data collected 
and collated through sensors over a time period.

That data can then be analyzed through 
business intelligence platforms, providing 
tangible insights for upcoming off ice 
design - providing real, functionally 
accurate design parameters… saving time 
and money in the process.

 How did the new way of assigning desks 
alter the dynamic of the space?

 How did it impact productivity?

 Did it improve collaboration?

 Did workers have a positive experience?

 What was the impact on real estate costs?

https://www.iqpc.com/events-futureofficesusa
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An innovative company, , have found 
a simple way, based on science about postural 
sway and healthy postures. Their patented 
standing desks add-on makes long standing 
postures without fatigue possible. It also allows 
the body to constantly and naturally move 
and adopt ergonomically beneficial Yoga-like 
postures without reminders.

This innovative product that doesn’t consume 
any electricity will be launched during the 
Future Offices Summer 2020 Online Event, 
taking place on August 4 - 5.

Attendees will be able to see it in action at the 
virtual booth of  . At last, employees 
and employers will be able to fully profit from 
their standing desks investment!

Check out the Virtual Roundtable led by Leon 
Rubinstein, the Co-Founder of   
on August 4th at 3:15PM ET: “Divulging 
Ergonomics & Wellness Myths to Drive 
Employee Trust & Productivity Post-Covid-19”

Companies have invested heavily during 
recent years in height-adjustable desks for 
all of their employees following scientific 
discoveries that “sitting is the new smoking”. 
Back pain, the number one reason for 
absenteeism at work in the Western world, 
cancer, diabetes B, and cardio-vascular 
diseases are often cited by scientists as the 
outcomes of prolonged sitting.

But other scientific research found that 
employees use these standing desks only 
about 10% of the time in the standing position 
on average and keep sitting the rest of the 
time. This is not what employees expected 
for their wellness. And, at 10¢ on a dollar, it 
certainly is not a great ROI.

The number one reason for avoiding the 
standing position, the study research found, 
is fatigue due to reduced blood circulation. 
People simply get tired standing for more than 
half an hour and many simply give up. We 
can only imagine that in the work-from-home 
setting, where there’s no social pressure to 
stand up, employees are sitting even longer!

https://www.iqpc.com/events-futureofficesusa
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A FEELING OF PLACE OVER SPACEA FEELING OF PLACE OVER SPACE

A C T  4 :

“We’re starting to figure out how to 
make things work remotely – we’re so 
many weeks into [Covid-19] now…and 
as we re-enter our offices later this 
year, we hope to just take a sharper 
look at the spaces that we created [in 
Hudson Yards] – we have customer 
spaces, we have employee spaces, we 
have gathering spaces, heads down 
workstations, all that. And we’re going 
to continue to work with our business 
leaders on how we can continue 
to refine those spaces. Of course, 
the landscape’s totally going to be 
changed. People who had the dire 
need to be anchored to a workstation 
are going to quickly find out that they 
don’t ever want to go back to that 
workstation, and we’re just going to 
have to see and react to what the 
changing needs are, as we get a better 
picture of what that’s going to look like.”  

Reno Decker 
Hudson Yards, Real Estate & 
Facilities 
SAP AMERICA NYC

Space-as-a-service was well on its way to 
becoming a hugely valuable part of the new 
shift in commercial real estate. Then came 
infectious disease.

Allowing a company to work from shared 
office spaces on a need-must basis was a 
hugely cost-effective offshoot of the rise of 
coworking space and other flexible work/
share options like micro-rentals.

Projections saw space-as-a-service being 
a part of 30 percent of corporate portfolios 
by 2030, due to increased urbanization, and 
shrinking (and costly) square footage in prime 
zip-code locations.

Becoming popular in the corporate real 
estate sector, this business model was set to 
provide both rapid growth and a leg up on the 
competition.

If we take a forward look into this, what might 
the crystal ball hold?

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE AND OFFICE SPACE
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Also, safety protocols that require people to 
be spaced at least six feet apart could cause 
more demand for extra office space, leaving 
people who can work remotely in off-site 
workspaces, while those who can’t could work 
in a physical space.

One real estate firm, Cushman & Wakefield, 
has already developed a new way to organize 
office space and mitigate the risk to employees 
returning to work, and they’ve already rolled it 
out at their Amsterdam headquarters. 

As mentioned, communal spaces and hot 
desking will probably be going away for the 
foreseeable future. Alternatives to the “open 
workstations” and shared amenities idea must 
be adopted, and stringent cleaning protocols 
worked into contracts and/or leases.

What we do know for sure is that space as a 
service and traditional coworking spaces must 
make changes to how they function. 

There’s still a real push-pull when considering 
coworking spaces and space as a service in 
the aftermath of this pandemic.

On the one hand, social distancing and 
the inevitable ebbs and flows of Covid-19 
outbreaks are expected to continue for some 
time, at least until a vaccine is found. Ergo, the 
idea of “sharing space” with others – might be 
less palatable now as companies reopen and 
people return to work in offices.

However, on the other hand, the economic 
impact of this nation-wide shutdown will see 
some businesses looking for alternative ways 
of working, and other cost-saving methods.

The uncertainty the coronavirus brings might 
inspire companies to source space flexible 
enough to handle rapid operational change. 
Less costly spaces with enough private areas 
to limit the spread of germs stand would be 
more sought after, for example.

6 FEET QUICK SCAN: A 
concise but thorough analysis 
of the current working 
environment in the field of 
virus safety and any other 
opportunities for improvement.

6 FEET WORKSTATION:  
An adapted and fully 
equipped workplace at which 
the user can work safely.

6 FEET RULES:  
A set of simple and clear 
workable agreements and rules 
of conduct that put the safety of 
everyone first.

6 FEET FACILITY:  
A trained employee who advises 
on and operationally ensures an 
optimally functioning and safe 
facility environment.

6 FEET ROUTING:  
A visually displayed and 
unique routing for each 
office, making traffic flows 
completely safe.

6 FEET CERTIFICATE: 
A certificate stating that 
measures have been taken 
to implement a virus-safe 
working environment.

THE 6 FEET OFFICE CONCEPT
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Credit: Cushman & Wakefield
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“I think if you step back, and look at 
the big picture, for an organization 
and you ask the question, ‘what is the 
fundamental purpose of that office 
space?’ I think you could say it’s to 
house your people, you know, it’s 
to house your operation. But, I think 
when you look at step back and look 
at it, your organization has a purpose, 
a mission, strategic goals. And so, 
you know, in my mind, that office 
space should serve as a support, a 
tool to help that organization achieve 
those strategic goals, you know, to 
achieve its purpose and its mission. 
When you look at it in that light, what 
the office space really becomes, is a 
leadership tool. And so that’s where I 
think that you’re seeing a lot of leaders 

- especially visionary leaders - look at 
how they can create this experience, 
how they can use it to communicate 
their purpose, or their mission. How 
can they build and reinforce their 
brand through this? We were talking 
about coronavirus, I don’t think office 
spaces are ever gonna go away. I 
mean, I think, we’re still going to need 
a place to work, we’re still going to 
need to bring people together.”  

 Bob Fox 
Chairman and Principal 
FOX ARCHITECTS, DC. 

“Many [co-working] space operators 
are going to start with less density, 
certainly in the common areas, they’re 
removing seating, literally physically 
creating more distance. Making sure 
that their dedicated desks facing a 
wall, or if they’re facing other people, 
they’re adding dividers – sneeze 
guards, if you will – that are much 
higher than what we would typically 
include. We’re taking esthetics, as 
secondary, because safety is really 
important. Folks are getting floor plans 
out and laying out one-way walkways, 
to help people avoid hallway 
encounters. Space operators are being 
extremely conservative.” 

 Jamie Russo 
Executive Director 
GLOBAL WORKSPACE 
ASSOCIATION (GWA) 
CEO 
EVERYTHING COWORKING

Fortuitously, for coworking companies, the 
trend – at least with enterprise level clients – 
had already been leaning toward “less sharing 
while still maintaining flexibility,” leasing whole 
sections, floors, and even buildings from 
space as a service and coworking companies.

We’re taking esthetics, as secondary, 
because safety is really important. ““

https://www.iqpc.com/events-futureofficesusa
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NOW FOR THE GOOD NEWSNOW FOR THE GOOD NEWS

E P I L O G U E :

Yes. There is good news. If humans and 
societies have shown us one thing over the 
millennia, it’s their incredible ability to adapt, 
and create positive change out of social 
upheaval. 

Perhaps the best lesson learned from this 
global pandemic and economic crisis we’re 
in the middle of is the realization that “worst-
case scenario” planning for future crises MUST 
become part of every organizations’ year-to-
year planning. 

“Here we are, in the midst of an 
absolutely, just phenomenal huge 
crisis. And we’re really in the acute 
crisis phase. And there’s something 
called crisis latency – and latency 
is when we start getting hints that 
something is starting to go wrong, but 
we’re not really paying attention to 
those hints. And I think as a planner, 
as a real estate planner, you really 
need to have your ear to the ground, 
and start thinking and try to predict 
when a crisis is going to occur: it 
could be an economic crisis, it could 
be a pandemic crisis. It could be a 
global crisis or a local crisis. I think 
best in class organizations [should] 
have those plans [for recovery] sitting 
on the shelf. I encourage you to do 
‘wild planning’ – think of the absolute 
worst-case scenarios – and how you’re 
going to respond as an organization to 
those from a facilities and real estate 
standpoint.” 

 Brian Haines 
VP of Strategy 
FM:SYSTEMS 

The future of office spaces, workplaces, 
and “work” overall will be one of change – 
definitely – but it will be change for the better.

Work will become more flexible, and 
employees more engaged by their ability 
to “work from anywhere” – especially in 
industries that traditionally have been 
resistant to the concept.

Companies will invest in better technology, 
support, and security systems to facilitate this 

“mobile workforce.”

Office space will be less congested and 
crowded, and teams will adapt to the new 
normal of collaboration at a distance – 
perhaps using new applications and software 
in order to do so.

Innovation will drive the future of offices 
and the commercial real estate industry as 
a whole.

Offices will become more technologically 
mature, adopting cloud systems, and new 
infrastructure to ensure networks are sound 
(and secure) and offices are designed for 
more – not less – tech use by staff.

Upheaval such as what workplaces have 
experienced during the pandemic will drive 
positive change, that benefits everyone in the 
long run.

The future of offices, coworking real estate, 
and workspaces looks very bright indeed.
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